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Executive Summary 

Last week we concluded that “As long as the market remains in the noise zone of SPX 2070 ± 75 (2135-1995), it can 

go either way. Neither bulls nor bears have won yet.” Well, the market made a decision, obviously, and now we’re 

looking at a revisit of the 2015 lows: low 1900s to high 1800s, based on trend line support and Fib-extension clusters. 

We’ve adjust our count to what we believe is most likely an “abcde” triangle forming for Primary IV, which will take 

many more weeks/months.  

After reviewing many charts we cannot conclude the market has completed 5 waves up off the 2009 price low, but 

can conclude the major 1, 2 count has been invalidated on several indices: NYA, RUT. As such the Primary IV triangle 

makes the most sense, also because 4th waves are often very confusing and time consuming. This means that once 

the current correction ends at aforementioned levels, then a rally to SPX 2100 should take place, which will be sold 

off one more time to similar lows before Primary V kicks in. 

For now, all our indictors we track are pointing down, wanting to see lower lows, and reaching extremely oversold 

levels. However, on the daily time frame several of these indicators are now setup for ideal buy signals from which 

double to triple digit gains (in S&P500 points) can be had.  

 

The market broke down. Sell signals are ambiguous. As such we recommend 

everybody to stay disciplined, stay patient, stay within your means and it will 

eventually pay off. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count 

Last week we gave weight to two counts: subdivding 3rd wave (major 3) or continous unfolding 2nd wave. With the 

price action this week and especially over he past 2 days we of course abandoned the 1st count quickly, but now also 

abandoned the 2nd count. Using the “anticiapte, monitor, adjust” adagio we now count the current price action as a 

very large Primary IV triangle, which will take several more weeks to months to unfold before Primary V takes hold 

for real: see Figure 1. This is because all indices have retraced well-beyond what is normal for a 2nd wave (76.4%) 

and several (NYA, RUT) have already made clear new lows below their late-August lows made in 2015.  

What does this mean? Once the (yellow) major c wave has completed, we’ll get a fast and swift 3-wave major d to 

the upper blue trendline at around SPX 2100, followed by one more (major) d-wave down to either the 1st or 2nd 

lower blue trend line. That will then complete Primary IV. 

Figure 1. SPX 2-hourly chart: Primary IV triangle formation. Note major d and e not to scale in time 

 

So where does this leave us short term? Currently the market is completing either its 13th or 15th wave down, 

depending on how we count us using proprietary OEW techniques. Depending on if this is a 5-wave structured move 

down (5, 9, 13, 17, etc waves) or 3-wave structured move down it is unclear if the pattern has finished or not. 

However, since the (white) minute c=a extension at SPX 1930, which equaled the (green) minor c=1.382x a (from b, 

SPX 2082), and where (red) intermediate c=1.764x a (from a, SPX 2104) was breached today, we should look at lower 

extension: for the minute waves we then see the 1.382 to 1.500 extensions at possible targets, which are at about 

the 1.618-1.764x extensions for minor c and the 2.236x extension of intermediate a. All targeting around SPX 1880-

1900. 

The lower blue lines are the trend lines on closing (upper blue) and “wig”-basis, which is where final support is and 

where we expect this move to end in an ending diagonal fashion; causing a strong move up. 
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This week we also abandoned our possible bull-flag pattern, as the market invalidated it clearly.  In Thursday’s 

update we pointed out that DOW 16,300 would be next, and it did find support there on Friday. If this doesn’t hold 

then next support is at the purple ascending trend line (see Figure 2), at DOW 16,000 (light blue box). Below that 

and the red trend line is next: DOW 15,500. 

Figure 2. DOW daily chart. Right at 16,300 support. Next support at 16,000 (purple line). 

 

  

http://investingintelligent.com/2015/12/27/sp500-update-timing-the-markets-lows-and-highs/
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Clearly the first Bradley turn date of the year, January 5 (http://bradleysiderograph.com/2016-turn-dates-sp500/) 

only provided for a bounce on Tuesday. However, if we continue to apply the 33-day trading interval, in place since 

the ATH made in May 2015, and which correctly foretold –always within a day- the July low, and the August low; 

then we find the next interval (in red) on Wednesday January 13. We can also observe the 33-day interval between 

the September-, November high as well as the mid-December low (green lines) and between the mid-November low 

and this Tuesday’s inside day. As such it appears the 33-day interval continues to hold merit.  

Figure 3. SPX daily chart. Examining the 33-day trading interval. 

 

  

http://bradleysiderograph.com/2016-turn-dates-sp500/
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SPX update 

Ever since the ideal A.I. sell signal in November, all subsequent buy and sell signals have been none-ideal (never all 

3 lines dropped below 20 first: dotted vertical lines). Now, however, all 3 lines are firmly below that level and as such 

we can expect another ideal buy signal. The last such signal happened in October and generated a 150p gain, based 

on closing prices alone.  In addition, the A.I. is now also similarly set up as in late-August 2015: deeply oversold 

(see orange circles), which also let to decent long profits. So we’ll monitor it closely over the coming days for a buy 

signal  For now, all TIs are pointing down and have become deeply oversold. All SMAs are pointing down and 

another 50d/200d SMA cross is on tap; the 3rd one in a year.  

We looked at the max number of red days in a row since the high made in 2007 and found that during the 2008/2009 

market crash there was 1 occasion with 8 down days in a row (October 2008); 2 occasions with 7 down days in a row 

(July and October 2011); 4 occasions with 6 down days in a row (February 2009, May 2012, October 2012, and August 

2015); while 5 down days in a row were recorded during 9 occasions since then. All others were between 1 and 4 

down days in a row.  

Figure 4. SPX Daily TI chart: All TIs are pointing down. Price below all SMAs. All TI’s deeply oversold 
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Last week we observed “a neutral weekly chart, which can go either way.” Clearly it went down. So what’s next? All 

TIs are pointing down, wanting to see lower lows. The weekly A.I. sell signal from early November is still in effect, 

and price has now support at around SPX 1890: it’s where the 200w SMA and lower black dotted ascending trend 

line resides. Break, i.e. close, below both targets low 1800s to high 1700s, according to the weekly chart. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart: neutral. 
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Market breadth 

NYMO has now reached inside our “buy” zone, as have the SPXMO and NAMO. There’s however no turn in sight and 

we’re mindful of a NYMO reaching (once again) below -100 as that means any subsequent rally will be sold, just like 

it did late-September. Not shown here, but Zweig breadth ended the week at its 2nd lowest reading weekly close: 

33.12, since the price low made in 2009 (source: www.freestockcharts.com). The lowest reading was the week 

ending 5/8/’12: 30.40. We do note that all occasions with readings below 35 (2/20/’09, 5/7/’10, 5/8/’11, 11/25/’11, 

5/8/’12, 8/21/’15) let to subsequent rallies sooner than later. However, we do also note that the Thrust event of 

October 7 has failed, that’s a first for this bull.   

Figure 6. SPXMO snapped to negative without any warning (i.e. – div) last week and is now in our buy zone. 
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Miscellaneous 

VIX is back, and closed above $25, targeting $27.50 as it broke out, with expanding Bollinger Bands. With the 

extremely negative breadth and high VIX bears are in charge. Period. As such we also see the put/call ratio continue 

to rise and CPCE has now reached 0.93. Well within our “bottom imminent” zone, as now most options traders are 

betting on downside. In our opinion and in hind sight, the spike late December may have been from some large put 

orders from those “in the know”.  

Figure 7. VIX back above $25, targeting $27.50. Put/call ratio become extreme again. 
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